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Barrel Retrofits for Food Extruders
Reduce the cost of replacing worn extruder barrels.

An upgrade is available for Baker Perkins extruders that reduces the cost of 
replacing worn barrel liners. The upgrade entails fitting a new barrel 
assembly comprising a one-piece backing block with liner segments that can 
be independently removed and replaced. This is a straightforward maintenance 
operation enabling a barrel to be renewed simply by changing the worn liner 
segments, rather than replacing the whole barrel. The reduction in cost and 
downtime is up to 50%.

The upgrade includes improved heaters 
and a choice of liner materials, 
depending on application. It is available 
for MPF50, MPF65, MPF80, MPF100 and 
MPF125 twin-screw extruders for extruded 
snacks, cereals and other foods.

1.    Liner replacement savings up to 50% 3 

2.   After the upgrade further liner  
     replacements are limited to worn  
     segments instead of the complete barrel 3 

3.   Replacement of worn segments may be   
     carried out by plant maintenance staff 3 

4.   New slab heaters provide improved heat  
     distribution and are easier to replace 3 

5.   Choice of tool steels or HIP materials  
     for extended life and reduced running  
     costs 3 

6.   Running costs can be minimised by using  
     different insert materials in high and low  
     wear areas 3 

 

Benefits
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Barrel Retrofits for Food Extruders
Reduce the cost of replacing worn extruder barrels

Scope of work 
 
The parts supplied are a complete new clamshell barrel assembly comprising top and bottom 
backing blocks fitted with slab heaters and replaceable liner segments. The new barrel assembly is
fitted to the existing frame and laser-levelled. Modifications to the frame are not normally  
required. 
 
The initial installation must be carried out by specialist Baker Perkins engineers. 
Subsequent liner changes may be undertaken in-house. 

The liner segments are precision-machined to high tolerances for easy removal and replacement. 
When installating new liners no adjustments to the backing block or segments are necessary. 
 
Slab heaters are fitted instead of cartridge heaters. They provide more uniform 
heat distribution, offer longer life and are easier to replace. 
 

1.    Side feeding in place of top feeding for  
      difficult-to-feed product   3 

2.   Shaft upgrade to positive locking coupling 3 

3.   Upgrade shaft type from round or hex  
      to spline 3 

4.   Improved barrel opening and closing using    
      hydraulic barrel actuator 3 

5.   Extended barrels for increased processing    
      capability 3 

Options

      A selection of alternative materials is available  
      to improve wear or corrosion resistance of  
      liners and screw elements. Including: 
       
1.   Stainless tool steel  3 
       
2.   Powder metallurgy tool steel  3 
       

3.   HIP coatings 3 
 

Materials
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